Quick Tip: When battery runs out, PixelWhip will blink red 3 times to indicate low power, then power off.

**STYLE 4**

PULSING SWATCHES

- Pattern Channel 1: Independence
- Pattern Channel 2: Firestorm
- Pattern Channel 3: Gem
- Pattern Channel 4: Jade
- Pattern Channel 5: Electricity
- Pattern Channel 6: Blizzard
- Pattern Channel 7: Twilight
- Pattern Channel 8: Raspberry Lime Sherbert
- Pattern Channel 9: Watermelon pulse
- Pattern Channel 10: Rainbow Unicorn

**STYLE 1**

SINGLE COLORS

- Pattern Channel 1: Red
- Pattern Channel 2: Orange
- Pattern Channel 3: Yellow
- Pattern Channel 4: Green
- Pattern Channel 5: Cyan
- Pattern Channel 6: Sky Blue
- Pattern Channel 7: Blue
- Pattern Channel 8: Purple
- Pattern Channel 9: Magenta
- Pattern Channel 10: White

Turn On: Long-press for 1 second
Change Style: Long-press for 1 second
Change Channel: Short-press
Turn Off: Long-press for 2 seconds
40 patterns organized into 10 channels in 4 styles!

**STYLE 2**

- **Pattern Channel 1**: Magenta/Red Wipe
- **Pattern Channel 2**: Yellow/Red Wipe
- **Pattern Channel 3**: Yellow/Green Wipe
- **Pattern Channel 4**: Green/Blue Wipe
- **Pattern Channel 5**: Cyan/Magenta Wipe
- **Pattern Channel 6**: White/Blue Wipe
- **Pattern Channel 7**: Blue/Magenta Wipe
- **Pattern Channel 8**: Purple/Yellow Wipe
- **Pattern Channel 9**: Watermelon Wipe
- **Pattern Channel 10**: Rainbow Wipe

**STYLE 3**

- **Pattern Channel 1**: Red/White/Blue
- **Pattern Channel 2**: Red/Yellow/White
- **Pattern Channel 3**: Green/Yellow/Red
- **Pattern Channel 4**: Yellow/Green/Blue
- **Pattern Channel 5**: Cyan/Magenta/Yellow
- **Pattern Channel 6**: Blue/Cyan/White
- **Pattern Channel 7**: Blue/Yellow/Red
- **Pattern Channel 8**: Purple/Yellow/Purple
- **Pattern Channel 9**: Watermelon sandwich
- **Pattern Channel 10**: Red/Green/Blue

Quick Tip:
PixelWhip remembers the last color you were on, and resumes the next time you turn on!